SWING VISION

(BAY COLT FOALED MARCH 21, 2019)

BREGENT NO. 07250  MICROCHIP NO. 985141001300911

Sweet Lou p,1.47f ---------------
Artistic Vision p,1.49.2 ---------------
SWING VISION

Sweet Future p,1.54.2 ---------------
Armbro Ophelia p,1.56.4f ---------------

1st Dam

ARTISTIC VISION p,2.1:55.1; 3.1:54.3h; 4.1:50.2; BT1:50 ($634,808) by Artsplace. 34 wins, 2 thru 7. Hall of Fame in 2011. World Champion. At 2, winner Hayes Mem. At 4, winner leg and Final Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands, leg (2) and Final Jersey Girls Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Classic Ser. at Dover, leg (2) and Final White Ruffles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands. At 5, winner leg (2) and Final Overbid Ser. at Meadowlands, Fairy Godmother S. At 6, third in leg Classic Ser. at Dover. Full-sister to World Champion ARMBRO ANIMATE. MY MASTERCHEESE p,3.1:51.1; 1:50.3f ($445,294); half-sister to MY-BROTHERGEORGE p,2.1:51.1; 3:1:51 ($494,357), to the dams of TAMAYO p,3.1:55.3f; 4.1:49.4f ($408,757). UP FRONT KYLIE p,2.2:01.2f; 3.1:54f; 4.1:51.1f ($224,970), and the grandams of LISVINIE p,2.1:59.1h; 3.1:55.1f; 1:50.2 ($313,413), MONICA GALLA-GER p,3.1:52.4f; 1:50.2f ($279,501), NOBETTOPLACETOBE p,2.1:52.3f; 1:49.2f ($241,023). From 11 previous foals, dam of 10 winners, 2 in 1:50, 10 in 1:55, incl.: ROCK N ROLL HEAVEN p,2.1:54.3f; 3.1:54.3h ($274,818) (Rocknroll Hanover). 20 wins at 2 and 3. Dan Patch Horse of the Year; Dan Patch Pacer of the Year; Dan Patch, O'Brien 3-Year-Old Pacing Colt of the Year in 2010. World Champion. At 2, winner Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Bluegrass S., elim. Governor's Cup; second in elim. and Final Metro S., Final Governor's Cup, leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. At 3, winner Tattersalls P., elim. and Final Breeders Crown, Final Battle Of The Brandynwile P., Final Messenger S., Little Brown Jug, Final Berry's Creek P., leg and Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, elim. and Final Matron S., Bluegrass S., elim. Meadowlands P., elim. North America Cup; second in Final Meadowlands P., Oliver Wendell Holmes P.; third in elim. Berry's Creek P.


BIGHRISK p,2.1:54; 4.1:51.2h; BT1:49.3f ($172,052) (Somebeachsomewhere) 12 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, third in Reynolds Mem. At 3, third in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono, The Meadows.

STEALTH BOMBER p,3.1:51.2; 4.1:50.3f ($111,597) (Rocknroll Hanover). 8 wins at 3 and 4. At 3, second in Somebeachsomewhere P.; third in elim. Art Rooney P.

WINNING DESIGN p,3.1:58.1h; 1:53.3f; BT1:52.3f ($110,305) (Rocknroll Hanover). 15 wins, 3 thru 9. At 7, winner leg Baystate P. at Plainridge; second in leg Baystate P. at Plainridge.


HARD ROCK p,3.1:57.4f; 4.1:54f; BT1:52.2s ($56,166) (Rocknroll Hanover). 13 wins, 3 thru 7.

HEAVENS BETTORHALF (M) p,3.1:54.1; BT1:52.3f ($42,473) (Bettor's Delight). 3 wins at 3.

Dam of THRASHER p,3.1:56.1f; THOR p,3.2:00.4f; 1:58.3s.

LU'S ILLUSION p,3.1:53 ($39,577) (Sweet Lou). 9 wins at 3.


The Vig BT1:56.2f-$20 (Betting Line). Now 2 and racing.

Next Dam - ARMBRU OPHELIA p,2.1:56.4f (Cam Fella-JOLLIE DAME p,3.1:55.1f-Sonsam)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS